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IS, SUPPLSIISNYARV NOTIS
Radars
Reflector antennas* vajeri4Wjiulytical expression-gor the radiation pattern of a fixed reflector antenna on which there are two or more field horn3 operated in a inonopulise mode to obtain target altitude information.
--Nahr obtutizj -esult are 000brO'N fot, the radiation pattern of an arbitrary reflector located at an arbitrary feight above the -earth, and fed by horns which mnay be located at an arbitrary posi~tion In this report, we present the analytical methods for determining the error (due to multipath) in the altitude measuring capability of a reflector radar system operating in a monopulse mode. In particular, we will study thle case of a fixed reflector antenna on which there are two separate horns in the focal region, with Al the horn output processed (see Figure 1 ) in such a fashion as to give altitude
XY. information. The analysis we will present here is valid for an arbitrary reflector located at an arbitrary height above the earth and for an arbitrary location of the two feed horns in the focal plane. In part II of this study, we will apply the results developed here to specific radar systems.
ELEMENT PATTERN (NO EARTH -THAT IS, VACUUM)
In the Physical Optics Approximation (reflector much larger than wavelength) the magnetic field scattered by a perfectly reflecting surface S is (see Silver)
where 11 is the distance from a point in dS on the surface S to the observation point, n is the unit normal to the reflecting surface, and H is the incident magnetic field from the primary source (horn antenna). Consider the system in Figure 2 . The reflector surface is described by the arbitrary function 
MIILjIPAT11 J.FF&CTS
When the reflector in Figure 1 is located above the earth, the field at P will consist riot only of tile direct c mpoyvent in Eq. (2 1), but also tile Ilultipath corn pon{nt scattered frop the earth, as Is indicated in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 we have SWdenoted the translitter altitude as d. the airPlane altitude as h, and thie grailng angle of the multipath ray by 02' Also, a2 is the effective radius of the earth and is approximately equal to 4/3 of the actual radius of the earth. We use a to account for the refraction by the earth's atmosphere. In calculating the multipath field we will, foil simplicity, restrict our calculations to the 0 plane. In order to calculate the multipath field, it is first necessary to obtain expressions for the location r 2 of the reflection point on the earth, and also for the grazing wazgle V.
Ushig Section 2. •.
• . We can next write the incident magnetic field at the reflection point Q (see Figure 5) as 
MkYo
Now we transform the fields to the prtnie coordinate system, which is shown in Figure 5 . ' We now obtain the total magnetic field at P by adding (21) and (49) -11cR ikY. e 0 ff 
Therefore. if we use Eq. (62), we can then use Eq. (58) to expreaw PM0 as a twiction of the airplane altitude h rather than the anglo 0.
For teed horn at NI. z instead of (x 0 , zol. we get for the power pattern including multipath 
Then, we write Eq. 
"This gives As a check on the validity of Eq. (80), we can contsider the limit when 6 q-2 -0 (see Figure 7) . In thih caac, we know that because the electric field is J hcrizontally polurized, the power 1mtteoan at 0" --o should be zero. In this case, we find (for ae -0. 
ERROR IN ALTITUDE DUE TO MULTIPATH
In the absence of multipath, it is possible to obtain information on an airplane altitude by placing two horns on the reflector system as shown in Figure 1 , and then operating the system in a monopulse mode. In the absence of multipath, the voltage V(h) (see Figure 1) is given by
where K is a constant, P 1 (h) is the power pattern due to the horn at (xl, o. Zl, 1 and P 0 (h) is the pattern (see Eq. 82) due to the horn at (xo 0 0, z 0 ). A typical "curve of V versus h (for a given airplane range r) is shown in Figure t log -. I -KigL'~.
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A typical measurement of VM(h) is shown in Figure 9a for a fixed target range r.
The envelope of bVM is also indicated on Figure 9a . Let us suppose that the error for a given h, say hl, is AVM(hl). We then plot this error on Figure 8a to obtainthe result shown in Figure 9b . By using Figure 9b , it is possible to calculate curves of the error •h (due to multipath) in altitude versus altitude h for a number of different target ranges. A typical result is shown in Figure 10a . It if often L convenient to plot the results in Figure 10a versus range with altitude as a parameter; a typical result is shown in Figure 10b . In part 2 of this report, we will employ Eqs. (82) and (83), etc., to present curves of the error in altitude Afh versus h and r for specific radar configurations. 
